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MANUEL DE LEÓN and MODESTO SALGADO 
Introduction 
Let M be an «-dimensional manifold of class C°°, S'M its frame bundle and 
its frame bundle of second order. 
The purpose of the present paper is to introduce the (so called) diagonal lifts 
to of tensor fields on M of type (0, s) or (1, s), ¿ ^1 , with respect to a con-
nection of order 2 on M. A similar theory for !FM and a linear connection on M 
has been developed by Cordero and one of us in [1]. Actually, the two theories are 
related. 
The paper is structured as follows. In Sections 1 and 2 we recall, for later use, 
the definitions and properties of the frame bundle of second order and of 
connections of order 2 on M. In Section 3 we introduce a wide class of vector fields 
on and obtain some identities which will be very useful through the rest of 
the paper. Section 4 is devoted to the definition of the diagonal lift to of 
tensor fields of type (0, s) or (1, s), s ^ l , with respect to a connection of order 
2 on M. The particular cases of the diagonal lifts of tensor fields of type (1,1) and 
(0,2) are the subject of Sections 5 and 6, respectively. We remark that polynomial 
structures lift into polynomial structures with the same structural polynomial and 
Riemannian metrics (resp., almost symplectic forms) lift into Riemannian metrics 
(resp., almost symplectic forms). 
Finally, we apply the previous results of Sections 5 and 6 to show that the 
frame bundle of second order of an almost Hermitian manifold (M, J, G) admits 
an almost Hermitian structure (JD, GD); moreover, the Kaehler form of (JD, G°) 
is the diagonal lift to of the Kaehler form of (J, G) and the following result 
is easily proved: JD, GD) is never an almost Kaehler manifold. 
Through the paper, manifolds, tensor fields and connections will be assumed 
differentiable of class C°°. 
Received March 6, 1984. 
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1. The frame handle of order 2 
In this section, we recall, for later use the definition and some properties of 
the frame bundle of order 2. More details can be found in [2], [3], [4], [6] and [7]. 
Let M be an «-dimensional manifold. If U and V are two neighborhoods of 
0£R", two mappings / : U-+M and g: V-*M are said to define the same r-jet 
at 0 if they have the same partial derivatives up to order r at 0. I f / is a diffeomorphism 
of a neighborhood of 0 onto an open subset of M, then the r-jet f f at 0 is called 
an /--frame at x=f(0). Clearly, an 1-frame is an ordinary linear frame. The set of 
the /--frames of M, denoted by is a principal bundle over M with projection 
i f , i f ( f f ) = f ( 0 ) , and with structure group Gr(n) which will be described next. 
Let Gr(ri) be the set of /--frames j'g at 0£R n , where g is a diffeomorphism 
from a neighborhood of 0 in R" onto a neighborhood of 0 in R". Then Gr (ri) is a 
Lie group with multiplication defined by the composition of jets, i.e., 
(jrg)(fg')=jr(g°g')-
The group Gr(n) acts of OF* M on the right by 
( j r f ) ( j r g ) =jrW°g) for f f e ^ ' M , fgi<7(n). 
Clearly, # ' 1 M i s the bundle of linear frames over M with group G1(«)=G1 (ri) and 
PROJECTION 7C1 = 7R. 
From now on, we shall only consider & r i M and ¡F^M and denote 
n\: 3F2M—!FM, i t \ ( j 2 f ) = j l f , the canonical projection. 
For any coordinate system in M, (U, x1), we consider the induced coordinate 
systems {^U, (V, Zj)} and {J5"2 U, (x1', X), X)k)} in &M and respectively, 
where X ^ X t j . . 
We have a natural isomorphism G 2(«)^G1 (n)xS2(ri), where S12(n) is'the set 
of symmetric bilinear forms on R", multiplication on the right hand given by 
(A, a)(B, p)=(AB, a o(B, B) + A op). 
Then, the Lie algebra g2(n) of G2(n) can be identified to gl (n)®S2(n), with 
a bracket product given by 
(1.1) 
P,ce) , (B, p)] = ([A, B], A o p-p o (/, A)-p 6 (A, I)-(Bo a - a 6 ( / , B)- a o (®, / ) ) 
where / is the unit matrix. 
With these identifications, the adjoint representation of G2 («), in a(n) ==Rn® gl (ri) 
is given by ••, 
Ad(2)(A, a)(v, B) = (Av, d^A^+ABA-1) 
where a : gl (ri) is the linear map defined by a(v)(vv)=a(^, w), and the adjoint 
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representation of G2(n) in g2 (n) =• gl (n) ® S 2 (n) is given by 
Ad(y4, ce)CB, fi) = (A£A-\ao(A BA-1) + a o(BA ~\'A-1)-
-ABA-ioaoCA^A-^ + AopoiA-^A-1)). 
From now on, we shall denote by {£",}, {£]} and {-EjJ, i,j, k=1, ..., n, E'jk=Ekj, 
the canonical basis of R", gl (n) and S2(ri), respectively. 
Since G2(n) acts on !W2M on the right, every element (A, a) of the Lie algebra 
g2(n) of G2(ri) induces a vector field X(A, a) on 2F- M called the fundamental vector 
field corresponding to (A, a). So, the vertical subspace at any point pi.'F2M can 
be decomposed as ¿(gl («^©¿(¿^(n)),,. 
Let 0 be the canonical form on OF2M; 9 is an a (n)-valued 1-form of type 
Ad(2)(G2(n)) and satisfying 6(2.(A, x))=A. Let be the decomposition 
of 6; then, is an .Revalued 1-form and 0O a gl (n)-valued 1-form on 
We have 
0_1(A(^,a)) = O, 0o(A(A,a)) = A. 
Moreover, 0_1=(ji*)*d, where B is the canonical form of J^M. With respect to the 
canonical bases, we shall put 
0 ^ = 0 % 0O = OjEj, 
where 0', 0'j are locally expressed in ¿Fr2M as 
(1.2) & = Yldjf 
(1.3) . 0) = Yl(dXj — Xj!jY,h dxl), 
(Y'j) being the inverse matrix of (Xj). From (1.2) and (1.3), we easily obtain the 
following structure equation 
dO1 = -OiA0k. 
2. Connections of order 2 
A connection r in the bundle J5"2 M of 2-frames of M is called a connection 
of order 2 on M. 
Let to be the connection form of T; then a) is an 1-form on J i r 2M of type 
(Ad (G2(n))) and can be decomposed as follows: 
(2.1) o) — (oo+co!, 
where oo0 is a gl (n)-valued, and cox an 2 («)-valued 1-form on ,<F2M. Since 
o}(2.(A,a))=(A,a), we have 
•I ou0(Z(A, a.)}=• A, al(A(A,ct)) = a. 
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Similarly, the curvature form £2 of r is a tensorial 2-form on J ^ M o f type Ad (G2(n)) 
and can be decomposed as 
(2.2) fl^flo + fli, 
where i20 (resp., i2x) is a gl (n)-valued (resp., Sa(«)-valued) 2-form on 3F iM. The 
structure equation is 
dco = -(l/2)[co,co]+Q, 
or 
(2.3) dco0 = - ( 1 /2 )K , co0]+Oo, 
dca1 = - ( 1 / 2 ) { K , o)x]+[(»!, to0]}+Qj., 
taking into account (1.1), (2.1) and (2.2). With respect to the canonical bases, we 
can write 
a>0 = co)Ej, a ^ o f j E j t , Q0 = Q'jEj, Q1 = &]kE}ky 
where (0jk—(0kj, Q)k = Q?k}, and (2.3) can be equivalently written as 
dm) — —colAa)j + Q), dco)k = — co'r Aoi)k + cokAcojt+ofj Aco^+£2)k. 
We shall give the following definition. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2.1. A connection r of order 2 on M is said to be partially flat if 
O ^ O . 
Consequently, a flat connection of order 2 on M is always partially flat. 
Let <r be the cross-section of over a coordinate neighborhood (U, x*) 
which assigns to each x£U the 2-frame (xi, 1,0). We define functions r j t , r'm 
on U, r'Jkl = r'jlk, by 
o*a>o = (r)k dxj)Ek, a*co, = (rj„ dx>)Eit. 
These functions Fjk, r'Jkl are called the components of the connection r with respect 
to the local coordinate system (U, x"). By a straightforward computation, we 
obtain 
co) = YUdXt+r^Xi-dx™), 
= hrUXtYfYipXfc+X]Y?YipX&-XjkYti) + 
+r,mslX]XiY,i} dxr-rrYiX!kdXrj-YtY'X], dX'k+Y; dX]k. 
Moreover, if we put 
a*Q0 = (<T*flj)£j = ( l /2 ) (^ w d*A dx*)E), 
a*Ql = (a*Q>Jk)E)k = (1/2)CRbad*A dx')E}k, 
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then, from (2.4), we obtain 
Rjki = dk r \ j — d¡ r k J + r ¡ j rikm — r k j r \ m , 
Rjku — r\jk—di r;jk+rlk rtJr—rr,k rIJr+ru r\rk—P^j r>lrk+rtTrljk—r\r rjjt. 
We can easily prove that the n+n2+n2(n+l)/2 global 1-forms 0', co'j, o)jk, jsk, 
on are linearly independent everywhere. 
Now, let p^^M; then (0—l)p gives a linear isomorphism of the horizontal 
subspace Hp at p onto BP. Thus, we can associate with each ZdR" a horizontal vector 
field C(0 on ^2M as follows. For each p£^2M, C(£)p is the unique horizontal 
vector at p such that 
(0 - l ) p C(£) p = £. 
We call C(£) the standard horizontal vector field on !F%M corresponding to 
As a simple computation shows, the local expression of C(£) in !F2U is 
(2.5) C(£) = X¡„ ¿,m —Fu — (r¡, Xjk -f r¡,¡ Xj Xk) J, 
if 
Remark that the n global vector fields C (E¡) span the horizontal distribution 
Hr on 3F2M. So, the n+n2+n2(n+1)/2 global vector fields C(£¡), XEj, XE?¡k, j^k, 
define a parallelism on ^" 2 Mand are dual to a', co'j, (o'Jk, moreover the local expres-
sions of XEj, XE)k on &2U are 
(2.6) XEt'=xiWf+X!sdx[s+x'sidxf/ 
(2.7) XE)k = X t ^ r . 
From (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7), we notice that the horizontal distribution Hr is spanned 
by the local vector fields 
A' = ~ Fu XI ~ i^it + rf,i XfXk} c^jfs^ 
and the vertical distribution V is spanned by the local vector fields 
r»t _ d . y'y' ^ i y y ^ r>' — ^ J ~ dxj+ j rs dxi + y sr dx'si' Jk dx'Jk 
when we restrict ourselves to 3F2 U. 
The frame {Dt, D'¡, Djk} is adapted to the almost product structure (Hr, V) 
and we call it the adaptedframe on Ü. The local 1-forms i f , i\\, rfJk on &8 U dual 
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to {D\ IY}, IYJK) are given by 
r,' = dx>, rfi = r\sX) dxf + dX), 
= {(r„ X'jk+r;rsz; xt)-Ysm n (*; +X'k xj^ d* -
-Y;(6SJx;k+s°kxjr) dx-+dxjk, 
and {rj', t]j, ij'Jk} will be called the adapted coframe on 2F%U. 
Now, let r be a connection of order 2 on M. Since the canonical projection 
n\: is a homomorphism of principal bundles over the identity of 
M inducing the canonical projection G2(n)—G1 (n), then the connection r defines 
a connection in 2FM, that is, a linear connection F on M. We call F the linear con-
nection on M induced from r. If co, Q are the connection and the curvature forms 
of f , then 
(2.8) (nf)*co = co0, (kI)*Q = Q0. 
Let 1A (resp., B(q)) be the fundamental vector field (resp., the standard horizontal 
vector field with respect to f ) corresponding to yl^gl (n) (resp., ^ R " ) . A simple 
computation shows that 
(2.9) 7tU(A,a) = U (resp., nlC(t) = B(0). 
If d is the cross section of -9-M over a coordinate neighborhood (C/, x') which 
assigns to each XD U the linear frame (A:1, / ) , then we can define the components 
o f f by 
o*co = (Pjk dxj)Ek. 
Taking into account (2.8), we find F'jk=r'jk and, consequently, R'jkl = Rjkl, Rljkl 
being the components of the tensor curvature of F. 
3. Vector fields on ,<F2M 
Our aim in this section is to introduce a wide class of vector fields on ¿F 2M 
and obtain some identities which will be very useful through the rest of the paper. 
Previously, we shall consider an arbitrary principal bundle P(M, G) over M with 
structure group G. Let g be the Lie;algebra of G; then, for any function / : P—g, 
we can define the vertical vector field kf by 
(3-1) (A/)(/>) = (A(/(/>)))p, P i P -
It will be called the fundamental vector field corresponding to f On the other 
hand,; if F is a connection in P, we shall denote by X" the. horizontal lift to P of a 
vector field X on M. Then, we have 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 3.1. Let r be a connection in P with connection form co and 
curvature form Q. Then 
(1) W, Ag] = X[f, g]+A(A/(g))-A(Ag(/)), 
(2) [XB,Xg] = X(XBg), 
(3) [XB, 7 f l ] = [X, Y]H-2XQ(XB, YH), 
for any vector fields X, Y on M and any functions f g : P-*g. 
Proof . Let us recall the structure equation of T: 
dm = -(l/2)[co, co] + i2. 
Now, from (3.1), we have ( o ( k f ) — f a>(Xg)—g and, therefore, 
2 d c o ( X f , A g ) - Xf(co(Xg))—Xg(co(Xf))—co([A/, A g ] ) = 
= ¥(g)-^g(/)-ft)([A/,Ag]). 
On the other hand, since £2 (A/, Ag)=0, we obtain 
[to, OJ](A/, Ag) = [ / , g]. 
Hence 
< o ( [ X f , A g ] ) = [ f g] + ( X f ) g — ( X g ) f 
and, taking into account that [A/, Ag] is vertical, we deduce (1). 
(2) follows by a similar device, considering that [XH, I f ] is vertical. 
To prove (3), it suffices to recall that the horizontal component of [XH, YB] 
is [X, Y]H and, as a direct consequence of the structure equation, 
a)([XB, YE]) = -2Q(Xa, Y"). 
Then, 
[XH, YH] = [X, Y]B-2XQ(XB, YH). 
We remark that if / and g are the constant functions A and B, respectively, 
A, Bf q, then the Proposition 3.1 gives the well-known formulas 
(3.2) [AA, XB] = X[A, B], [XH, XB] = 0. 
From now on, we return to the frame bundle of second order of a manifold 
M with a connection r of order 2. If X is a vector field on M with local expressions 
X—X^d/dx') in a coordinate neighborhood U in M, then the local expression of 
Xa in with respect to the induced coordinates can be obtained by a direct 
computation and it is given by 
(3.3) Xa = r'uXj —(r't Xjk+rrilm X' X™) J 
or 
(3.4) XB = X'Dh 
with respect to the adapted frame. 
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From (2.9) and (3.3), one easily deduces that n\XH=XB, XB being the hor-
izontal lift of X to SFM with respect to the induced connection T. 
Now, let F be a tensor field of type (1,1) on M. We can define a function 
F°: ^M—g} (n) as follows: For any p£!FM, F°(p) is the matrix representation 
of Fx with respect to p, x=n(p). The function F induces a function on ¿F2M, 
also denoted by F°, by putting F°=F°on\. If F has local components F* in U, 
then we have in SF2U 
F° = [FfX'jYi,], 
and the corresponding fundamental vector field is given by 
(3.5) AF° = F ; X ^ + F ! - X } Y ' X [ 5 - ^ - + F ! ' X } Y i i X r ^ - . 
Moreover, if ^Cgl («) and a£S2(ri), we can consider the functions 
F°A: g\(n), F°a : ^ S2(n) 
defined by 
(F°A)(p) = F°(p)A, (F°a)(p) = F°(p)oa, p ^ M . 
The corresponding fundamental vector fields X(F°A) and X(F°ac) are locally expressed 
i n ^ C / a s 
(3.6) A(F°A) = FfX/A? ~ + ^ X / Y ^ A f X / k + F / X / M ^ , 
(3.7) A(F°a) = F f x J a ' m n - ~ - i 
where A=A)E), a=a!JkEjk, a)k=a!kj. 
The following formulas will be useful and can be obtained by a straightforward 
computation taking into account (3.3), (3.5), (3.6), (3.7) and Proposition 3.1: 
[XB, XF°] = A(VXF)°, 
[XB, X(F°A)] = X((VxF)°A), 
[XB, A(F°a)] = A((VxF)°<x), 
[X(F°A),XB] = X(F°[A,B]), 
(3.8) \X(F°A), Aa] = XdF°A, a]) = X{F°(A oa)—ao(/, F°A)—<xo(F°A, /)}, 
[A(JF°̂ 4>, X(F°B)} = A((F*m *]), 
[X(F°A), X(F°P)] = X{{F*f{A op)-(F°P)o(I, F°A) ~{F° P) o(F°A, /)}, 
[A(F°a), XB\ = A(F°[a, 5]) = - A { F ° ( 5 o a ) - F ° ( a o(7, fi))-i*>(a o (B , /))}, 
[A(F° a), Xfi] = 0, 
[A(F° a), A(F° P)] = 0, 
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for any vector field X, any tensor field F of type (1,1) on M, any A, B£ gl (n), 
a, 13£S2(ri), where V denotes the covariant derivative of the linear connection F 
induced from r . 
Moreover, (1) in Proposition (3.1) can be equivalently written as follows: 
[Xa, YB] = [X, Y]B-2XQ0(XB, Y B ) — ( X B , Y3). 
Now, a simple computation shows that 
2XQ0(XH,YB) = X(R(X,Y)% 
R being the curvature tensor of r. Then, we have 
(3.9) [XH, YB] = [X, Y\B-X{R(X, Y)°)—2XQ1(XBy YB), 
for any vector fields X, Y on M. 
4. Diagonal lifts of tensor fields 
Let u£(Rn)*; then, there exist w'£gl(n)* and u"£S2(n)* canonically associated 
to it and given by 
u'(A)= 2u(Aj), Aegl(n), and «"(a) = 2 u(<xjk), aeS2(n), 
where Aj (resp., aJk) denotes the / h column (resp., the ( j , fc)-column) of A (resp., a). 
Let w£Hom (Rn, R"); then there exist 
u'6Hom(gl(n), gl(n)) and «'€Hom (S2(n), S2(n)) 
canonically associated to u and given by 
u'(A) = uoA, A€gL(n), and u"(<x) = uoa, <x£S*(n). 
It is easy to show that if rank u=r, then rank u'=rn and rank u"=rrt(n+l)/2. 
These two definitions of u' and u" can be extended as follows: Let u€<8s(R?)*, 
i S 1; then there exist <8>s gl (n)* and w"€ <g>3 S2(n)* canonically associated to u 
and given by 




u"(at, ...,a5)= 2 «((«i)y*> •••,(<*,)>*)> aj, ..., a,€S2(n), 
where (A,)j (resp., (at;);*) denotes the / h column (resp., the (/', fc)-column) of A{ 
(resp., a(). 
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In particular, if s=2, we have 
u'(A, B)= 2 Bj), A, B(zgl(«), j=1 
u"(«,P)= 2 u(ajk,pjlc), a,p£S*(n), 
j , k = I 
and it is easy to show that if u is symmetric (resp., skewsymmetric), then u and u" 
are also symmetric (resp., skewsymmetric). Moreover, if rank then rank u'=m 
and rank m"=«I (n+l)/2. 
Now, let u^Rn®(®s(RnT), ss? 1; then there exist w'igl («)<8>(®s gl (n)*) and 
u"dS2(n)®(®sS2(n)*) canonically associated to u such that the / h column (resp., 
the ( j , fc)-column) of u'(A1, ..., As) (resp., u'(ax, ..., as)) is u((A})j, ..., (As)j) 
(resp., «((oti)^, ..., (as)jk)). 
Let r be an 1-form on M. For each we put 
(4.1) up = txonl(p), 
where n2(p): R"->-TxM, x=n2(p), is considered as a linear isomorphism. Then 
D e f i n i t i o n 4.1. The diagonal lift tD of T to is the 1-form given by 
( t \ { X ) = Wp((0_1)pZ) + «;((c<;o)pZ)+I/;((a)l)i,Z), 
X£TP(&2M), p^2M, where w^gl («)*, u"p £S2(n)* are the elements associated 
to upe(R"T given by (4.1). 
If T = T t dxl is the local expression of T in a coordinate neighborhood U, then 
the local expression of Td in SP2 U with respect to the adapted frame field is 
n tl 
T® = 2 rit1ij+ 2 Wjt• 
j = l j,k=1 
The definition above can be extended to an arbitrary covariant tensor field as 
follows. Let G be a tensor field on M of type (0, s), s^ 1; for each pd3?2M, we put 
(4.2) up = Gxo(n2(p)X.?.Xnl(p)), x = n\(p). 
Def in i t i on 4.2. The diagonal lift G° of G to SP2 M is the tensor field of the 
same type given by 
GD(X1, ...,XS) = up{(6-1)pX1, ...,{9_1)pXs) + u'p({<t>0)p*l5 ...,(co0)pA-s) + 
+u;((co1)px1,.::,((o1)p(xs), 
Xi, :.., XjeTp(^2M,), p£SF2Mi where u'p£ ®sgl («)*, u"p£®MSt(n)* are the elements 
associated to up€®s(R")*, given by (4.2). 
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If Gii j are the local components of G in U, then 
( 4 . 3 ) GD = G j 1 . . J s r , h ® . . . ® f , J , + 2 8 \ K . . 8 \ ' G h . . J s r , n ® . . . ® r , { : + 
l,m 
is the local expression of GD with respect to the adapted frame field. 
Now, let F be an arbitrary tensor field of type (1, 1) on M. For each pdtFzM, 
we put 
(4.4) up = (Tzl(p))-1 o Fx o n\(p), x = n-(p). 
Then 
D e f i n i t i o n 4.3. The diagonal lift FD of F to &-M is the tensor field of type 
(1, 1) given by 
(FD)PX= C(up ((6 _ ,)„ X))+X(u'p ((cdq)p X))+/ ( ̂ ( K ) , X)), 
X £ T p ( ^ M ) , p £ ^ M , where w^Hom(g l (n), gl(n)), H^Hom(,S2(«), S2(n)) are 
the elements associated to wp€Hom (Rn, R") given by (4.4). 
If Ff are the local components of F in U, then 
(4.5) FD = FfDh®r,i+,yjF£Dih®r,kJ+Sijd!F*Dkjl®r,rk 
is the local expression of FD with respect to the adapted frame field in SF2 U. 
Definition 4.3 can be extended as follows: Let F be a tensor field of type (1,5), 
; for each p d ^ U , we put 
(4.6) «p = (7C?(/>))-1oFco(7C?(p)X.f.X^(/')), x = n2(p). 
Then 
D e f i n i t i o n 4.4. The diagonal lift FD of F to is the tensor field of type 
(1, s) given by 
(FD)p(*i , = C(tip((0-i)p*i, + 
..., Xs£Tp(^2M),p^2M, where u'p£gl (n)®(®,gl («)*), u ;£S 2 (n)®(® sS 2 (nT) 
are the elements associated to up€Rn®(®s(Rn)*) given by (4.6). 
If F ^ j are the local components of F in U, then 
l,h 
I, m, h , 
is the local expression of FD in 2F- U with respect to the adapted frame field.. 
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Now, let r be the linear connection on M induced from a connection f of 
order 2. The diagonal lifts to of tensor fields on M with respect to a linear 
connection on M have been considered in [1] by CORDERO and DE LEÓN. Actually, 
we can easily prove that the diagonal lifts of tensor fields to J^2Af with 
T projects canonically to the diagonal lifts to with respect to f . 
5. Diagonal lifts of tensor fields of type (1, 1) 
We shall now study the diagonal lift FD of a tensor field F of type (1,1) in 
more detail. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 5.1. We have 
(1) FDXB = (FX)B, 
(2) FD(XF) = X(F°F), 
( 3 ) F D ( X g ) = X ( F ° g ) , 
(4) FD(XA) = X(F° A), 
(5) FD(XOI) = X(F°A), 
for any vector field X on M, any function f: &zM-+g\(ri), any function g: 
-*S2(n), any A£gl (n) and any a^S2(n). 
Proof . (1), (2) and (3) follow directly from (3.1), (3.4) and Definition 4.3 
taking into account that F°(p)=up,p£&r2M. (4) (resp., (5)) is a direct consequence 
of (2) (resp., (3)), when one considers the constant function A (resp., a). 
From Proposition 5.1, we obtain 
P r o p o s i t i o n 5.2. Let F, G be tensor fields of type (1,1) on M and denote by 
I the identity tensor field. Then 
(1) (.FG)D = FDGD, 
(2) ID = I. 
Proof . To prove (1) it suffices to check the identities 
(FGf(XH) = FD{G°[XB)), (FG)D(XA) = FD(GD(XA)), (FGf (Xoc) = FD(GD(Xa)), 
for any vector field X on M, any A€gl («) and any a€52(n). The first one follows 
from (1) in Proposition 5.1 and the other identities follow from (2), (3), (4) and 
(5) in Proposition 5.1 taking into account that (FG)°=F°G°. On the other hand, 
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we have 
I°XB = (1X)H =. XB, ID(XA) = 1(1°A) = XA, ID(Xa) = X(l° a) = Act, 
because 1° is the constant function I. Thus, Proposition 5.2 is proved. 
As a direct consequence of Proposition 5.2, we have 
P ropos i t i on 5.3. If P(t) is a polynomial in one variable t, then 
(P(F))D= P(FD). 
Coro l l a ry 5.4. Let F be a tensor field of type (1,1) on M. Then, if F defines 
on M a polynomial structure of rank r and structural polynomial P(t)=0, itsdiagonal 
lift FD defines on 3'2M a polynomial structure of rank r(l+n+n(n+1)/2) and 
with the same structural polynomial. In particular, if F is an almost complex structure 
(resp., an f-structure of rank r) on M, then FD is an almost complex structure (resp., 
an f-structure of rank /-(l +n+n(n+1)/2)) on^M. 
Denote by NFD and NF the Nijenhuis tensor of FD and F, respectively. Thus, 
taking into account the definition of the Nijenhuis tensor, the formulas (3.8) and 
(3.9) and Proposition 5.1, we find by a straightforward computation the following 
identities: 
NMXB, YB) = (Nf(X, Y))b-X((R(FX, FY)-FR(FX, Y)-FR(X, FY)+ 
+ F*R(X, Y)f)-2X(Q1((FX)B, (FY^-F^Q^FX)11, YB)~ 
-FOQ^X", (FY)H)+(F2)°Q1(XH, YB)), 
NFN(XH, XB) = X((VfxF-FVXF)°B), NFN(XH, A0) = X((VFXF-FVXF)°P), 
Nfd(XA,XB) = NfO(XA, XP) = Nf o(Xa, Xp) = 0, 
for any vector fields X, Y on M, any A,B£g\(n) and any a , p£S*(ri). Therefore, 
we have 
P r o p o s i t i o n 5.5. Let Fbea tensor field on M of type (1, 1) and FD its diagonal 
lift to Then the condition NFn=0 is equivalent to the conditions 
NP = 0, FVxF-VfxF=0, 
R(FX, FY)—FR(FX, Y)—FR(X, FY)+F2R(X, Y) = 0, 
Q1((FX)B, FY)B)-F°Q1{(FX)B, Y^-F^Q^X", (FY)H)+(F2)°Q1(XB, YB) = 0, 
for arbitrary vector fields X, Y on M. The three last conditions can be equivalently 
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written as 
FfVkFj ~ F k ^ i F j = 0, 
Rhtlm F) Fr - tfZL Fj F* - R?jt F! F* + R^ F," F* = 0, 
R k k i l m F i F r - R i j l t F i F t - R i j , m F t F r + R i J S , F r h F ! = 0, 
where Fj are the local components of F. 
To obtain some meaningful formulas on Lie derivatives, let us recall that the 
Lie derivative i?XF of a tensor field F of type (1, 1) with respect to a vector field 
3? is defined by 
F)(Y) = [£ FY] -F[X, Y], 
Y being an arbitrary vector field. Thus, taking into account (3.8), (3.9) and Proposi-
tion 5.1, we obtain 
(&xHFD)(YB) = {(2>xF)(Y)Y-l{(R(X, FY)-FR(X, Y ) f ) -
-IkiQ^X*, (.FY)B) - F°Q1(XB, Yn)), 
(<?x«FD)().A)=:X((yxF)°A), (&x«FD)Qxt) = ((VxF)° a) , 
for any vector fields X, Y on M, any A£g[ (n) and any a.£S2(ri). Thus, we have 
P r o p o s i t i o n 5.6. Let X be a vector field and F a tensor field of type (1, 1) 
on M. Then the condition ¿?xhFd=0 is equivalent to the conditions 
SexF = 0, V X F = 0, R(X,FY)-FR(X,Y) = 0, 
Qx (X", (FY)B) -F°Q1 (XB, YB) = 0, 
for any vector field Y on M. The two last conditions can be equivalently written as 
XJ (Rtji Fj—Rlkji Fl") = 0, Xm(RhkjlmF!-RlkJimF?) = 0, 
where XJ and Fj are the local components of X and F, respectively. 
If we next take into account (3.7) and Proposition 5.1, we find 
(<?XAFD)(YB) = (^aF°)(XB) = (^XAFD)(XP) = 0, 
(^FD)(Y") = (^FD)().B) = = 0, 
for any vector field Y on M, any A, B£gl («) and any a, (¡£S2(n). Thus, we have 
P r o p o s i t i o n 5.7. Let F be a tensor field on M of type (1, 1). Then <£lA FD = 
=£?X(lFd=0, for any A£g\ (n) and any a£S2(n). 
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6. Diagonal lifts of tensor fields of type (0,2) 
Let G be a tensor field of type (0,2) on M. Particularizing in this case Defini-
tion 4.2 and (4.3), we have that the diagonal lift GD of G to J5"2 AT is a tensor field 
of type (0,2) on with local expression in & 2 U 
(6.1) . GD = G ijn t®n i+^G i }n\<S>r]i+6 im5hG ijt ,i l^r tla , 
Gij being the local components of G in U. 
By using (6.1), one easily deduces that if G has constant rankr, then GD has 
constant rank r(l+n+n(n+l)/2). Thus, we have 
P r o p o s i t i o n 6.1. (1) If G is a Riemarmian metric on M, then GD is a Rie-
mannian metric on !F2M. 
(2) If G is an almost symplectic form on M, then GD is an almost symplectic form 
on 
Let us now introduce two new definitions: Let A, B£g\(n), a, f}£S2(ri) and let G 
be a tensor field'of type (0,2) on Af with local components G y ; then 
(6.2) G°(A,B) = 5"Ak,BlXiXiGiJ 
and 
(6.3) G°(a,/?) = W t f X W ' G . v 
are globally well-defined functions on SF2M, where 
A = A)E}1 B = B'jEj, a = a j 8 = p)kE)k. 
The following formulas are easily obtained: 
GD(XA, IB) = G°(A,B), GD(XA, AjS) = G°(Xp, A A) = 0, 
(6.4) GD(XA, XH) = GD(XB, XA) = G°(Xa, XB) = GD(XB, Xa) = 0, 
GD(Xa,XP) = G°(a, p), G°(XB,YB) = {G(X,Y)f, 
for any A, 2?£gl (n), a,p£S2(n) and arbitrary vector, fields X, Y on M, where 
f v =fo 712, for any function / on M. 
Next, we shall compute the Lie derivatives of GD with respect to vector fields 
XA, Xa. or XB on To do this, let us recall that the Lie derivative SexG pf a 
tensor field G of type (0,2) with respect to a vector field X is defined by 
(¿?*G)(F, Z) = X(G(Y, Z))-G([X, Y], Z ) - G ( f , [ t Z]), . 
f and Z being arbitrary vector fields. 
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Propos i t i on 6.2.- For any A,B,C^.(n), <x,peS2(n) and X, Y vector fields 
on M, we have 
x&>.AG%xa, xb) = (&xxGDjQ.B, x») = o, : " 
: (2) {<?XAG*){XB, Xp) = (&XAGd)(XP, X») = 0 , 
(3) {2>XAGD)(XH,YB) = 0, , 
(4) ( ^ u G 0 ) ^ » AC) = G°(B(A+A'), C), 
. (5) . ( & x a G W B , № = & a G d ) M , x b ) = : Q , 
(6) (JSf^GD)(Aa, XP) = G°(ao(I, A+A'), P)+G°(a, p°(/,A+A% 
where A' denotes the transpose of A. 
Proof . (1), (2), (3) and (5) follow directly from (3.2), (3.9) and (6.4). (4) and (6) 
follow by a direct computation using (6.2) and (6.3). 
Co ro l l a ry 6.3. Let G be a Riemannian metric (resp., an almost symplectic 
form) on M, Then the fundamental vector field XA on ¿F2M is a Killing vector field 
(resp., an infinitesimal automorphism) of GD) if and only if A+A'=0, that 
is, if and only if A is skewsymmetric. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 6.4. For any A, B£gl (n), a, /?, y£S*(n) and X,Y vector fields 
on M, we have 
(1) (^GD)(XH, XB) = (^G°)(XB, XH) = 0, 
(2) ( Jg j . GD)(XH, XP) — (<2*.GD)(XP, XB) = 0 , 
(3) (&XxGD)(XB,YH) = 0, 
(4) (S'xa GD)(XA, XB) — 0, 
(5) (£?XaGJ>)(XA, XP) = (&XxGD)(Xp, XA) = 0, 
(6) (SPb, G°)(XP, Ay) = 0. 
Proof . It follows by a direct computation in a way similar to that of the proof 
of Proposition 6.2. 
Coro l l a ry 6.5. Let G be a Riemannian metric (resp., an almost symplectic 
form) on M. Then the fundamental vector field Xa on iF2M is always a Killing vector 
field (resp., an infinitesimal automorphism) of GD). 
From Corollary 6.3 and Corollary 6.5, we have 
Coro l l a ry 6.6. Let G be a Riemannian metric (resp., an almost symplectic 
form) on M. Then the fundamental vector field X(A, a) on SF*M is a Killing vector 
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field (resp.i an infinitesimal automorphism) of (^ZM,GD) if arid onlyif A+A'=0, 
that is, A is skew symmetric. ' 
P r o p o s i t i o n 6.7. For any A, i?€gl(«), a , f }£S 2 ( r i ) and vector fields X, Y, 
Z on M, we have • 
(1) (<?X»GD)(YB,ZB) = ((JS?XG)(Y,Z)F, 
(2) (seXN G°)(YB, XA) = GD(XR(X, YF, XA), 
(J?XHGD)(XA, Y B ) = G°(XA, XR(X, 7 ) ° ) , 
(3) (&XHGD)(YB,XA) = 2GD(XQ1(XB,YB),X<x), 
(^XMGD)(XA, Y B ) = 2GD(XA, XQ^X", YB% 
(4) (<?snG°){XA, IB) - (yxGf(A, B), 
(5) (£?xn G°)(XA, la) = (&xn GD)(Xa, XA) = 0, 
: (6) (^xHGF)(Xa,Xp) = (WxGf(<x,p). 
Proo f . The proof follows by a straightforward computation from (3.2), (3.9), 
(6.2), (6.3) and (6.4). 
C o r o l l a r y 6.8. Let X be a vector field and G a tensor field of type (0,2) on M. 
Then the condition S^xBGD—0 is equivalent to the conditions 
<£XG = 0, R(X, -) = 0, VXG = 0, ixHiij = 0, 
where R(X, ) denotes the tensor field of type (1,2) on M given by R(X, )(Y, Z)= 
=R(X, Y)Z, for any vector fields Y, Z on M. 
Let us now suppose that the induced connection V on M from a connection 
r of order 2 is the Riemannian connection of a Riemannian metric G on M. Then, 
we have 
T h e o r e m 6.9. If the horizontal lift XB to of a vector field 
X on M is a Killing vector field in {JF2M, GD), then X is a Killing vector field in 
(AT, G). Conversely, suppose that f is partially flat and X is a Killing vector field 
with vanishing second covariant derivative in (M, G); then XB is a Killing vector field 
in (&2M, GD). ' 
Proo f . We only need to prove the converse. Indeed, if X is a Killing vector 
field in (Af, G), then &XG=0 and, hence &XV=0. Therefore, R(X, Y)=-
—Vr(VX). Moreover, since (Vr(VX))(Z)=(V2X)(Z, Y), we have R(X, Y)Z= 
=—(y2X)(Z, Y). 
6» 
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To end this section, we shall consider an almost symplectic form G on M. The 
following set of formulas is easily obtained by a straightforward computation: 
dGD(XB, YB, ZB) = {dG(X, Y, Z)Y, 
dG°(Xa, YB, AC) = (1/3)GD(X(R(X, Y f ) , AC), 
dG°(XB, YB, Ay) = ( 2 / 3 ) G D ( A ( X B , Y=)), Ay), 
dG°(XB, XB, AC) = (1/3){(VXG)°(B, C)}, 
dG°(XB, XB, Xy) = 0, 
(6.5) dG°(XB, Xp, Xy) = (1/3){(VX(7)°(/?, y)}, 
dG°(XA, XB, AC) = 0, 
dG°(XA, XB, Ay) = 0, 
dGD(XA, Xp, Ay) = (m{G°(po(I, A)+po(A, I), y) + G°(P, y o(/, A)+y o(A, /))}, 
dG°(Xoc, Xp, Xy) = 0 
for any vector fields X, Y, Z on M, any A, B£gl (n) and any a, /?, y£S2(n). 
Then, we have 
P r o p o s i t i o n 6.10. The almost symplectic form G is never closed; consequently, 
the almost symplectic manifold (¿F2M, G°) is never sympletic. 
Proof . In fact, if we take A=I in (6.5), we obtain 
dGD(XI, Xp, Ay) = (4/3)G°(/}, y) for any P,y£S2(n). 
7. The frame bundle of order 2 of an almost Hermitian manifold 
Let M be an m-dimensional manifold, J a tensor field on M of type (1,1) such 
that J2= -I and G a Riemannian metric on M such that G(JX,JY)=G(X, Y) 
for any vector fields X, Y on M; then, (M, J, G) is said to be an almost Hermitian 
manifold. 
Let r be a connection of order 2 on M. Since (JD)2— —I from Proposition 5.3 
and GD is a Riemannian metric on !F2M from Proposition 6.1, we have 
P ropos i t i on 7.1. (Jzr2M, JD, GD) is an almost Hermitian manifold. 
Proof . It suffices to check the identity 
GDQD^,JDY) = GD(X, Y) 
in the following three particular cases: 
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(1) X=XB, Y= YB, X, Y being arbitrary vector fields on M. The identity fol-
lows taking into account Proposition 5.1 and (6.4). 
(2) %=XH and T=A(A, a) for any vector field X on M and any gl (n), 
a€S2(n). In this case, both members of the identity vanish from Proposition 5.1 
and (6.4). 
(3) f=A(A, a), Y=A(B,/J) for any A,B€g1(n), a,0€S2(m). The result fol-
lows by a straightforward computation taking into account Proposition 5.1, (6.4) 
and the Hermitian character of G. 
Let $ be the Kaehler form of (M, J, G), that is, 3> is the 2-form on M given by 
$(X,Y) = G(X,JY), 
for any vector fields X, Y on M. Then, we have 
P r o p o s i t i o n 7.2. The Kaehler form of the almost Hermitian manifold 
JD, GD) is the diagonal lift <PD of the Kaehler form 4> of (M, J, G). 
Proof . The proof is similar to that of Proposition 7.1 and is left to the reader. 
Now, let us recall that an almost Hermitian manifold ( M , J, G) is said to be 
1) Hermitian, if Nj=0; 2) almost Kaehler, if d4>=0; 3) Kaehler, if Nj=0 and 
d<P=0. Moreover, it is well known that the Kaehler form <P of (M , J, G) is almost 
symplectic. Thus, we deduce 
Theo rem 7.3. Let (M,J, G) be an almost Hermitian manifold. Then 
(1) (J^Af, JD, G°) is never an almost Kaehler manifold. 
(2) Moreover, if (M, J, (?) is a Kaehler manifold and its Riemannian connection 
is the induced linear connection on M from T, then (¿F2M, JD, GD) is an Hermitian 
manifold if T has zero curvature. 
Proof . (1) is a direct consequence of Proposition 6.10, and (2) follows easily 
from Proposition 5.5. 
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